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Common themes from the interviews were presented at the first steering 
committee meeting and are summarized below.

• Preservation of community character (rural, low density, etc.)

• Protection of farmland, tradition, and history

• Concern about heavy industrial development

• Business environment where industry can grow and provide quality   
  jobs

• Development pressure in southern portion of county

• Recreation as an important asset
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What do you appreciate most about Alamance County?

Farmland/Rural Character  
51%

$

Cost of Living
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rivers, and lakes
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With the state stay-at-home order taking effect in mid-March, a week 
before scheduled in-person public workshops, surveys rose from a 
supplemental tool to a primary tool to reach out to the general public. 
Flyers encouraging people to take the online surveys were distribut-
ed via email, Nextdoor, and Facebook, and print copies were made 
available with some distributed to local stores. 

As part of the Alamance County Land Development Plan three alternative land use 
scenarios were developed to frame potential policy changes. The Steering Committee 
and the public provided input to determine what components of these scenarios were 
desirable for the County. They informed the policy recommendations in this plan. 

The maps above show different colors for “placetypes” that could be encouraged through 
land use policies in the county. The placetypes and assumptions for the scenarios are de-
scribed in subsequent pages. 
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Which scenario do you prefer?*
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*County responses only

The majority of survey responses favored the Agricultural and Rural Character Scenario that 
represented policies that included reduced residential density to protect prime agricultural 
areas, preservation of rural character and restrictions on high-impact development.

WHAT WE’VE WHAT WE’VE 
HEARDHEARD

A community engagement process was designed to include residents from both rural and 
the urban edges of the County’s municipalities, business owners, staff, and County decision 
makers and to be transparent, accessible, and foster an understanding of differing visions 
of the future. 

An engagement plan developed early in the process established the targeted audiences, 
method, and schedule for outreach throughout the project. When these plans are devel-
oped at the start of a project, there is an understanding that they will be modified to ac-
count for holidays, lengthier draft review times, or other circumstances while trying to main-
tain the same end date. March of 2020 brought a statewide stay-at-home order due to 
COVID-19, and the ability to engage with the community in an interpersonal way shifted. 
Public workshops, open houses, and pop-up tables at events and festivals were replaced 
by virtual workshops and steering committee meetings described below in an effort to 
maintain momentum and deliver a plan by the original planned date.


